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Swing down!  

Sweet chariot Stop!  
and Let Me Ride... 

 
I dedicate this guide to “The Rejected”... to all who have found themselves to be someone other than what 
society wants them to be. 

 

 
 

Power 2 the People 
...we R the pherSuns we Really R... 

 
 

 
 

“What you are seeking... is seeking you” 
 

~ OuachitaMuur Proverb
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Column3:  When the Teacher Appears 
em Hotep Womban Evolving Everyday! 

 
You may have heard the phrase: 
 

“...when the student is ready, the teacher appears...”   
 
Well, the narrative is a little different for Womben Evolving Everyday.  
 
Consider my timeline to The Path: 
 

Year Event 

2014 kicked out of church for the last time. 

2015 labeled an “angry black woman” by corporate America. 

2018 started living off the grid! 

 
It wasn't that things were going just fine up and until the year 2014.  Nope.  Instead, sometime in 2014... the 
teacher began to appear.  Nothing scary about it.  Even though the teacher's skin appeared green in my dream.   
 

 
 
But the year 2014, was the time in space that definitely started my most transformational journey to date.  It was 
the year for me to finally realize who the teacher really is.   
 
Please keep in mind.   There are no co-Incidents.  The number 7 is very special in the life and time of change.  
And this is a “self-initiates” guide. 
 

2+0+1+4 = 7 
 
In 2014, I turned 50-years old.   
It was the year 2014, that a senior pastor described how his church was Not for me.   
In 2014, I was finally ready to Acknowledge-Accept-Affirm what I knew to be true since I was a youth... about 
my religious affiliations.  After that conversation with the senior pastor; I re-Flected on the years of 
disappointments I experienced while going to church.  The hypocrisy I often called out to my detriment.  And 
the painful interactions I had at meetings and in fellowship.   
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And so, in 2014, I began to identify as one of the Rejected.  Oh, yes; when the student is ready... the teacher will 
appear.   
 
After that last boot out of church; indeed, I started immediately looking for something else to feed my spirit.  I 
started reading more.  And spent time on YouTube following non-religious teachers.  One of the first truths I 
found was that Womben Evolving Everyday are very spiritual beings.  And W.E.E... must have our 

spirit nourished on a continuous basis.   

 
 
Luckily, I had already started practicing yoga before getting kicked out of church.  The U-n-I-niverse was 
preparing me to Acknowledge-Accept-Affirm being rejected.  And I was already beginning to re-connect to the 
energy levels (chakRAs) of my spirit through meditation. 
 
What started as painful research on why I was being rejected by the church; led to intense internal listening and 
praying.  My mental thoughts encouraged me to continue My Seeking.  And in my seeking, I started sharing.  
And my sharing brought about My Adept practice.  The adept in me found The Alchemist... changing my way 
of thinking and re-Acting to life.  Once I was ready to Acknowledge-Accept-Affirm my transformation; The 
Master Teacher appeared... in me. 
 
The months I spent trying to understand why My Spirit was being rejected by the church... and corporate 
America; were very painful.  But as I drew closer to My Truth; I began to relate to the caterpillar... eating away 
at myself to build a cocoon. 
 
Chaka Khan is right when she sings...” I’m every woman, it's all in me...”  Yes, the Rejected, the Seeker, the 
Adept, the Alchemist and the Master Teacher… it’s all in W.E.E.   
 
Hierarchical levels of advancement are very familiar to many of us.  W.E.E... are trained to believe we need 

school degrees and college diplomas to be successful.  Thus, we seek out the external teacher.  Or some other 
entity to validate us.   
 
But self-initiation is different. 
 
In perspective to this guide; to be rejected is not as linear as being kicked out of a group or institution. Many of 
the Rejected continue to belong.  But will feel their spirit rejecting the hypocrisy of external guidance.   
 
But don’t be misled.  Self-initiation doesn’t always happened outside the chaos for the Rejected.  In the United 
States; there are more church buildings for religion than support networks for natural wellness healing.  There is 
always somewhere for the Rejected to go and join... if that be the path they choose.  But when the Rejected 
decides to seek.  Another kind of journey begins.   
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And so yes!  When the student is ready; the teacher appears.  But in this guide, you may be very surprised when 
you realize... The Student is the Teacher! 
 
Ashe. 
 
 

The Practice: 
 
Column3.1-Seek:   
Look for a new mentor that will open your mind to something new and challenging.  This mentor doesn't have 
to be someone you can visit in person on a regular basis.  The mentor can be someone to follow on YouTube.  
Or an author with a series of guides you can commit to.  If after the first few days; your spirit isn't feeling ready; 
stop and find someone else.  If after 7-days you can't select a mentor; move on to the next column. 
 
 
 
Column3.2-See:   
Having a hard time finding a virtual mentor? YouTube these ladies: 
-Shola Arewa (“Opening to Spirit”) 
-Angel Kyodo (“Being Black: Zen and the Art of Living with Fearlessness and Grace”) 
-Dr. Jewel Pookrum (“Straight from the Heart”) 
-Queen Afua (“Sacred Woman”) 
 
 
Column3.3-Journal:   
3.3.1:  Make a list of all the hierarchical accomplishments you have made since youth.   
 
3.3.2:  Then go back and list the teacher who mentored you through accomplishing the success.   
 
3.3.3.:  Then do a loose estimate how many hours/days you needed assistance from that mentor. 
 
3.3.4:  Then subtract mentor hours from your 16-waking hours per day. 
 
For example: 
 

Accomplishment Mentor Hours/day 
with mentor 

My input 

high school 
diploma 

HS teachers 6hrs/day 16-6hrs or 
60% 

college degree professors 3hrs/day 16-3hrs or 
81% 

Professional 
certification 

supervisor 1hr/day 16-1hrs or 
94% 

Yoga certification Yoga master .125hrs/day 
(2hrs/wk) 

16-.125hrs or 
99% 
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From the table: 
-60% of the time; I was the teacher during high school; 
-81% of the time; I was the teacher during college; 
-94% of the time; I was the teacher getting professionally certified; 
-99% of the time; I will be the teacher getting my yoga certification. 
 
Column3.4-AAA:   
Complete the following Acknowledge-Accept-Affirm statements that align with you: 
 
“I acknowledge my spirit is ____ % of the time leading me every day.” 
 
“I accept taking my seeking to a new level so that ____ % of my time is guiding myself through my own 
evolution.” 
 
“I affirm I will start listening to my inner self seeking 
____ % of the time going forward in My Journey.” 
 

 
If you can't just yet fill out your Acknowledge-Accept-Affirm blanks; no worries.  This guide's primary goal is 
innerStanding. 
 
So just move on to the next column.  Every Womban Evolves on Her own time in space. 
 

 

Be About Evolving Everyday! 
 


